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trueanalog is the original 3-channel sound effect company established in 1988. headquartered in
laguna niguel, california, our analog effects are used by professional and amateur djs, musicians,
sound designers, voice over artists, gamers, and other audio professionals. we are known for our
high quality, high production value, and innovative 3-channel analog effects pedal line. we also make
the best line of instrument cables, audio cables, and adapter cables in the market today. trueanalog
is known for the best sounding guitar cables on the market. the company started in 1996 as a maker
of audio cables and audio adapters. during the next few years, trueanalog expanded into the many
niches of audio tools. this company is true a leader in cable, audio cables, and audio adapters.
generally speaking, the nor gate is used to connect two mutually exclusive signals, and should not
be used to connect them together because then the nor gate can never resolve anything to 0 or 1.
the nand gate is used to connect a mutually exclusive and positive signal to a mutually exclusive
and negative signal so that it always resolves to the positive logic state (meaning that the logic state
of one will always be true when the other is true). you might ask yourself why a nor gate could never
resolve the two signals to the same state, when in a balanced output that is never expected. the
answer is that it is not a balancing output, the output is always in one direction only. if you take a
look at the schematic, you will see that there is a dotted line between the led and the 110 ohm
resistor, indicating that the led is in series with the resistor as an alternative signal. if an led were
connected in parallel to the resistor, the two would be neutral, and would not affect the behavior of
either of the inputs. also, the dotted line does not extend to the output pin because there are no
transistors in series with the led.
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